NATEL® swiss liberty.
Subscription price per month

CHF 25.–

SMS
MMS (Depending on data volume)

CHF 0.20
CHF 0.20 to CHF 0.90

Data transmission
Price for data transmission
Billing in blocks of 10 kB
Public Wireless LAN (in CH)
Billing in 15-minute units

CHF 0.10/10 kB
CHF 1.–/15 min.

Telephony
Connection price for domestic (CH and FL)
CHF 0.50/hour
Domestic (CH and FL) to the Swisscom mobile network, the fixed network and the COMBOX®.
Domestic calls under five seconds to a COMBOX® are free (excluding business numbers.) Per
call up to a maximum of 60 minutes; after that CHF 0.50 for each further 60 minutes (24/7)
Domestic call (CH and FL) to another provider’s mobile phone network,
CHF 0.50/minute
per minute (24/7)
Connection prices are charged based on full/part units of time in 10 centime increments.
More cost transparency:
A brief signal tone will indicate if you have dialled the mobile number of another mobile phone
provider (e.g. Sunrise or Orange) in Switzerland or Liechtenstein.
Incoming domestic calls (CH and FL)
Free
and calls routed to your own COMBOX®
Further prices
Call routing
To a domestic number (CH and FL), per minute (24/7)
Automatic call back from COMBOX®
To the Swisscom mobile network and the Swiss fixed network (CH and FL) per hour (24/7)
Automatic call back from COMBOX®
To the domestic mobile network (CH and FL) of another service provider per minute (24/7)
Data/fax transmission and fax printouts from the COMBOX®
per minute (24/7)
One-off SIM card price (First card or replacement card)

If usage deviates significantly from a fair level of usage for private purposes, Swisscom reserves the right to assign
the customer another NATEL® product, or take other appropriate measures.
In order to maintain quality of service for all customers, Swisscom will reduce the transmission speed if data traffic
exceeds the monthly allowance of 2 GB, or take other appropriate measures.

CHF 0.50
CHF 050
CHF 0.50
CHF 0.50
CHF 40.–

